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Can We Use Explainable TabNet (DNN) for Financial Data?  
 
 
BACKGROUND 

 
Organizations in financial sectors have been leveraging credit history data of the businesses to make 
strategic decisions to lend money to various business customers. The decisions driven by data analysis help 
financial organizations in reducing the potential risks in lending, defaulting, and managing the repayments. 
Predicting the default rates for lending institutions in the early stages will have a significant impact on the 
lending decision and thereby can reduce the losses. Continuous missing payments can increase the 
probability of delinquency which is a key factor in predicting bankruptcy. In this paper, we show a 
comparison between TabNet and traditional credit risk prediction model based on their performance and 
explainability. We suggest the usage of TabNet in lieu of Logistic Regression based on our analysis. We 
conclude this study by providing the best model considering the performance and explainability for credit 
default prediction in the financial sector. 

 
APPROACH 
 

1. Attributes with missing values and coded values greater than 50% are removed.   
2. The data is imputed with the median values along each attribute. 
3. Two variable clustering methods are tested for comparison 

1. Agglomerative top-down approach (AG) - Traditional approach 
2. Graph based approach (GT): 
3. A complete graph is constructed based on  the similarity between the attributes. 
4. The least similar edges are removed iteratively until k-components of graphs are 

achieved.  
4. Variables having inflation factor greater than 5 are dropped 
5. Binning and stepwise backward regression is used to reduce multi-collinear attributes 
6. Final data for modelling have 14, and 18 attributes from AG and GT approaches 
7. 80-20 split of data is used for training and testing 

 
Comparison of models: 

1. Best model out of all is Gradient Boosted Trees.  
2. Shapley values explain how each feature is contributing the most to the target variable. 
3. TabNet is helpful to explain the feature importance based on attention masks. 
4. RF and XGB model chose similar variables as most important ones, but TabNet’s choice is 

completely different 
5. The difference in TabNet’s choice is not wrong, but can be thought as a new important variable 

where a domain expert can evaluate the model choice 
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This study showed that DTs overcome the DNN models, but DNNs are competing towards more 
explainable with a tradeoff of performance 

 
 
 

Results  
 
 

Logistic regression explainability using SHAPley values 
 
 
 
 

XGBoost explainability using SHAPley values 
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TabNet Explainability using SHAPley values   
 

 
 
 

• Yes, TabNet can be used to model financial data. 
• Agglomerative clustering approach retained useful attributes when compared to Graph- theory 

based approaches.  
• TabNet has the capability to compete with the decision trees family of algorithms with 

performance and yet it has built in explainability for its predictions.  
• This research can be extended to improve the TabNet and other variable clustering approaches 

for better variable reduction process.  
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